ELECTRIC UNCAPPING KNIFE

Item # HKNIFE

Your Little Giant® Heated Uncapping Knife helps remove wax caps from your sealed honeycomb!

Instructions for use
Use the Little Giant® Uncapping Knife just prior to extraction. Do not uncap honey cells until you are ready to complete the extraction process.
1. Plug in knife and allow to heat up to uncapping temperature (less than 5 minutes).
2. Hold frame by the top bar corner, resting the other end on a solid surface for stability.
3. Cut evenly down the frame, using the entire length of the knife to remove just the top layer of the capped cells. Be careful to not cut off too much comb or nick the frame.
4. When complete, unplug the knife and use a damp cloth to wipe off the blade while it is still warm.

Tips and tricks
- Uncap with one downward motion. This will allow the wax cappings to fall away from the knife blade while keeping your hands and body safely away from the heat of the unit. Operate with caution!
- Use the entire length of the blade when slicing off the top layer of cappings. This will allow for even heat distribution and the best results.

Caution
- Blade does get HOT (260-270 degrees Fahrenheit). Do not make direct contact with blade.
- Unplug unit for at least 15 minutes before storing.
- Do not submerge the unit in water.
- Do not use the blade to pry, wedge, or dig.